
ABSTRACT 
This article provides an overview of the means and techniques used for subscriber location management in present cellular mobile net- 
works. The overhead due to location management techniques used in the present cellular systems such as GSM, in particular in high 

traffic spots, has already been a source of concern and is expected t o  augment dramatically in future wireless systems. Several proposals 
have been made in the past addressing the problem associated with the cost of location management. The author provides an overview 

of these contributions; in particular, he classifies the techniques, mainly into non-memory-based and memory-based approaches. 
Subsequently, a simple evaluation of the current location updating procedure used in GSM is presented in the context of a PCS 

framework to  illustrate the load placed on the radio channels and on the MSWLR processing. 
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he trends in telecommunications are proceeding with a 
strong tendency toward increasing need for mobility in 

the access links within the network. Examples are: 
0 Residential line access with the proliferation of cordless 

phones (their penetration rate has passed that of fixed 
phones in the United States, for instance) 

0 Business lines with wireless private branch exchange 
(PBX) access for voice services and wireless LANs for 
computer-oriented data communications (IEEE 802.11 
and HIPERLAN specifications have just completed their 
standardization) 

* Paging systems, which provide a low-cost, always-in-touch 
service (delivering voice, numeric and alphanumeric mes- 
sages, and electronic mail) to a still growing part of the 
population, especially young people 

* Cellular systems, which allow telecommunication accesses 
over wide areas 
Furthermore, the growth of mobility aspects in telecommu- 

nications networks can be seen at three different levels. 
* First, at a spatial level, within a few decades users who 

have been able to roam with a mobile terminal, begin- 
ning locally and regionally (with conventional and trunk 
private mobile radio systems since the  OS), nationally 
since the early ’70s (with cellular systems), internationally 
since the beginning of the ’90s (with international roam- 
ing, GSM for instance), and soon globally (satellite sys- 
tems; global mobile personal communications systems 
such as IRIDIUM, ICO, or GLOBALSTAR). 
Second, from the penetration rate of mobile radio access 
lines. Indeed, most optimistic surveys have nearly always 
underestimated the fantastic growth of cellular systems. 
For instance, Nordic countries like Sweden have penetra- 
tion rates of more than 30 percent [l]. 

* Third, the traffic generated by each wireless user is con- 
stantly growing: on one hand, tetherless (e.g., cellular) 
subscribers use their mobile terminals more often than 
they used to (due to changing habits, cheaper call rates, 

wider mobility, ease of call); on the other hand, the 
arrival of more capacity-greedy services (Internet access- 
es, multimedia services, etc.) pushes the need for higher 
capacities per call (the high-speed circuit-switched data 
capability defined for GSM Phase 2+ [2] or recent wire- 
less ATM studies [3]). GSM stands for Global System for 
Mobile Communications. 
From all these considerations, it is easy to predict that the 

generalized mobility features will have serious impacts on 
future telecommunications networks. Mobility can be catego- 
rized into two areas: 

Radio mobility, which mainly consists of the handover 

Network mobility, which mainly consists of location man- 
process 

agement (location updating and paging) 
Handover processes are essentially based on radio aspects, 

and the main difficulties in improving handover procedures’ 
performance come from unpredictable and highly fluctuating 
radio channel behavior [4]. 

Location management schemes are essentially based on 
users’ mobility and incoming call rate characteristics. The net- 
work mobility process has to face strong antagonism between 
its two basic procedures: location and paging. The location pro- 
cedure allows the system to keep the user’s location knowl- 
edge, more or less accurately, in order to be able to find him, 
in case of an incoming call, for example. Location registration 
is also used to bring the user’s service profile near its location 
and allows the network to provide him rapidly with his services 
(e.g., the visitor location registration, VLR, functions in GSM). 
The paging process achieved by the system consists of sending 
paging messages in all cells where the mobile terminal could 
be located. Therefore, if the location cost is high (and thus the 
user location knowledge is accurate), the paging cost will be 
low (paging messages will only be transmitted over a small 
area). If the location cost is low (and thus the user location 
knowledge is fuzzy), the paging cost will be high (paging mes- 
sages will have to be transmitted over a wide area). 
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In first-generation cellular mobile 
systems, traffic was highly unbalanced. 
Less than one third of calls were 
incoming calls; the remaining were 
outgoing. Therefore, the paging pro- 
cess (required only for incoming calls) 
was ;a rather rare event. and thus had 
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user. The mobile is also relatively 
s imple;  i ts  task is just  l imited to  
scanning t h e  channels  t o  de tec t  
paging messages. 

This method is currently used in 
telepoint cordless systems (such as 
the French Bi-Bou CT2, Cordless 

rather little impact on the mobility Telephone 2). The' user has to reg- 
management traffic. The location ister itself each time heishe moves 
updating procedure also had little t o  a new is land of CT2 beacons .  
impact due to the large cells. Besides To page a user, the network first 
the trends stated earlier, current sys- t ransmi ts  messages through t h e  
tem:; experiment with a balance beacon with which helshe regis-  
between incoming and outgoing call tered and,  if the  mobile does not  
rates. The paging process is therefore answer,  ex tends  t h e  paging t o  
more important, and thus the location neighboring beacons. 
man%ement is also more important. The main drawback of this method 
For instance, recent statistics from is the constraint for a user to register 
GSNl operators show that, in the Paris each time he moves. Nevertheless, 
denst: urban environment, the location this low ergonomy can be balanced by 
updating rate can be 10 times that of the call rate at peak the low equipment and management costs of the network, 
traffic hours. which allow the operator to offer users attractive fees. 

In the remainder of this article, we introduce the main 
local ion procedures used in present systems. The GSM case 

tion of location management methods defined in the litera- 
ture for third-generation mobile systems. 

Figure 1. Location area structure. 

Figure 2. Location updating on LA cross- 
mng. 

LEVEL 2: USE OF LOCATION AREAS FOR 
will be examined in particular. Then, we propose a classifica- AUTOMATIC LOCATION MANAGEMENT 

Presently, the location method most widely implemented in 
first- and second-generation cellular systems (NMT, GSM, IS- 
9.5, etc.) makes use of location areas (LAs) (Fig. 1). In these 
wide-area radio networks, location management is done auto- 
matically. 

Location areas allow the system to track the mobiles dur- 
ing their roaming in the network(s): subscriber location is 
known if the system knows the LA in which the subscriber is 
located. When the system must establish a communication 
with the mobile (to route an incoming call, typically), the pag- 
ing only occurs in the current user LA. Thus, resource con- 
sumption is limited to this LA; paging messages are only 
transmitted in the cells of this particular LA. 

Implementing LA-based methods requires the use of 
databases. Generally, a home database and several visitor 
databases are included in the network architecture. We dis- 
cuss this point later in the GSM example. 

Several location updating methods can be implemented 
based on LA structuring. 

Periodic Location Updating - This method is simplest 
because it just requires the mobile to periodically transmit its 
identity to the network. Its drawback is its resource consump- 
tion, which is user-ndependent and can be unnecessary if the 
user does not move from an LA for several hours. Generally, 
this method is combined with the next one. 

Location Updating on LA Crossing - This method (Fig. 
2 )  first requires each BS to periodically broadcast the identity 
of its LA. Second, the mobile is required to permanently lis- 
ten to network broadcast information (on the broadcast chan- 
nel) and to store the current LA identity. If the received LA 
number differs from the stored one, a location update (LU) 
procedure is automatically triggered by the mobile. 

The advantage of this method is that it only requires LUs 
when the mobile actually moves. A highly mobile user will gen- 
erate a lot of LUs; a low mobility user will only trigger a few. 

A hybrid method which combines the two previous ones 
can also be implemented. The mobile generates its LUs each 
time it detects an LA crossing. Nevertheless, if no communi- 
cation (related to an LU or a call) has occurred between the 

P R ~ E ~ E N T  LOCAT~ON MANAGEMENT METHODS 
LEVEL 0: N O  LOCATION MANAGEMENT 

In early wide-area wireless systems (not yet cellular), human 
operators had to process the calls and the users' location was 
not managed by the system. A user was able to generate a call 
through any base station (BS), and paging messages addressed 
to the called mobiles were transmitted through all BSs. The 
main characteristics of these systems were very large cells, and 
low user population and call rates. 

Simall-capacity cellular systems (with a few tens of BSs 
servmg a few thousand users) may also not use a location 
management method, even when the standard allows it. If 
subscriber number and calling rates do not require it, the 
localion management method is not activated; resource con- 
sumption for finding users is not so important that its reduc- 
tion is mandatory. 

This level 0 method is therefore as simple as could be: no 
location management is realized; the system does not track 
the mobiles. A search for a called user must therefore be 
done over the complete radio coverage area and within a 
limited time. This method is usually referred to as the flood- 
ing algorithm [SI. It is used in paging systems because of the 
lack of an uplink channel allowing a mobile to inform the 
network of its whereabouts. It is also used in small private 
mobile networks because of their small coverage areas and 
user populations. 

The main advantage of not locating the mobile terminals is 
obviously simplicity; in particular, there is no need to imple- 
men t special databases. Unfortunately, it does not fit large 
networks dealing with high numbers of users and high incom- 
ing call rates. 

LEVEL 1 : MANUAL REGISTRATION 
This method requires the user to locate himself by achiev- 
ing a special procedure if he wishes to receive his incom- 
ing calls. From the network side, this method is relatively 
simple to manage because it just requires the management 
of am indicator which stores the current location of the 
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Figure 3. Location management with separate paging and 
transport networks. 

mobile (in idle mode, i.e., powered on but not communicat- 
ing) and the network for a fixed period (e.g., three hours), the 
mobile generates an LU (i.e., a periodic LU). This periodic 
LU typically allows the system to recover user location data in 
case of a database failure. 

SEPARATE USER AND PAGING NETWORKS 
The search for the user can be achieved through a network 
separate from that which carries the calls: a signaling network 
(paging network) is physically distinct from the users’ data 
transport network (user network) (Fig. 3). This is the case for 
some wireless systems offering a telepoint cordless service 
combined with a paging service. This combination allows users 
to be reachable even outside beacon islands, which are gener- 
ally limited to high-density areas. 

GSM EXAMPLE 
The GSM standard [6] defines a database structure based on: 
* An HLR (home location register) where all subscriber 

I 

uou 
nnn 

Channel reauest 

related information is stored (access rights, user location, 
etc.). Security parameters and algorithms are managed 
by the authentication center (AuC) which is often con- 
sidered part of the HLR. 
Several VLRs. Each VLR stores part of the data regard- 
ing the users located in its related LAs. 
The location management method defined in GSM com- 

bines the periodic LU method and the LU on LA border 
crossing. The VLR stores the LA identifier, and the HLR 
stores the VLR identifier. 

This consists of three main types of LU procedures: the 
intra-VLR LU, the inter-VLR LU using TMSI (temporary 
mobile subscriber identity), and the inter-VLR LU using IMSI 
(international mobile subscriber identity). A fourth one, the 
IMSI Attach procedure, is triggered when the mobile is pow- 
ered on in the LA where it was powered off. 

In the following, we present the most complete LU, which 
is inter-VLR using IMSI. Figure 4 depicts the signaling 
exchange during the procedure. This procedure mainly con- 
sists of the following steps: 

A signaling channel is allocated to the MS, and an LU is 
requested. 
The MS provides the network with its IMSI, which allows 
the new VLR (VLR2) to load the authentication data 
from the HLRIAuC, mainly the triplets (Rand, SRES, 
Kc) for the authentication and ciphering procedures. 
The VLR is then able to authenticate the MS; if this step 
succeeds, it updates the location at the HLR. The HLR 
informs the old HLR (VLR1) to remove the user’s data 
stored in VLR1. 
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Figure 4. I n f e r - E R  LU with IMSI. 
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Ciphering may be  required if 
available. 
A new TMSI is allocated to the 
MS, and, after acknowledgment 
of its LU request (first message 
sent by the MS), the channel is 
finally released. 

LA PARTITIONING 
In order to minimize location man- 

Figure 5.  Mobility management methods classification. 

agement cost (LU + paging traffic 
and processing), the LA must be designed carefully. Two 
type,s of methods can be used to design optimum LAs: analyt- 
ic anid heuristic. 

Analytic approaches are based on assumptions of homoge- 
neous cell shape, LA structure, and users’ movements. One 
interesting problem is to determine a subscriber mobility 
model that  can capture as much as possible the real sub- 
scribers’ movements. Common approaches for modeling 
human movements are mentioned in [7],  including: 

The Markovian model, also known as the random-walk 
msodel, is a model which describes individual movement 
behavior. 
The fluid model considers traffic flow as the flow of a 
fluid, modeling macroscopic movement behavior. 

One of the first studies to address the second method has been 
that of Morales [8]. Let us mention that mobility traces, which 
record actual movement behavior for certain segments of the 
population, are certainly more realistic than mobility models. 

Glenerally, authors use a simple model based on fluid flow 
assumptions. This model is applied, for instance, in [9] in order 
to determine the size of an LA: a simple method is defined 
which takes into account R, the cell radius, V, the mean mobile 
velocity, LlJcOs t ,  the cost of LUs (in terms of the number of 
LU messages required to update the location of a mobile), 
PAG,,, t ,  the cost of paging (in terms of the number of paging 
messages required to find a mobile), and N (to be deter-  
mined), the number of cells per LA. The calculations lead to 
the following formula, which gives the N optimum value: 

V.PAGc,’,, 
n.R.LUco7 PJopt = 

In real cases, cell shapes and patterns are not so regular. If 
less restrictive assumptions are considered, the LA partition- 
ing problem is much more complex and appears as an NP- 
complete combinatorial problem. Only empirical methods can 
thus be used to approach the optimal solution. 

In [lo], for example, the method proposed proceeds in an 
iterative way by reducing a mobility cost function and starts by 
a configuration of LAs using an analytical method. Another 
approach, proposed in [11], makes use of genetic algorithms. 
Genetic algorithms are  used to efficiently group the cells 
under a mobility cost function constraint. They use several 
processes, such as elitism, linear normalization of chromo- 
somlz. and edge-base crossover. 

ed and widely used in current cellular (e.g. GSM, IS-54 and 
IS-95, etc.), in trunk systems such as trans-European trunk 
radio (TETRA), in cordless systems like Digital European 
Cordless Telecommunications (DECT), Personal Access 
Communications System (PACS), Personal Handyphone Sys- 
tem (PHS), and so on. Nevertheless, the traffic and processing 
generated may lead to congestion problems in high-density 
systems (see the fourth section). One of the main concerns of 
system designers is therefore to define methods allowing the 
system to reduce the overhead traffic as much as possible. 

In the next section we examine several location manage- 
ment methods proposed within these last years which attempt 
to reduce the overhead traffic. 

LOCATION MANAGEMENT METHODS FOR 
THIRD-GENERATION SYSTEMS 

e classify the location management methods into two W major groups (Fig. 5). In the first, we include all meth- 
ods based on algorithms and network architecture, mainly on 
the processing capabilities of the system. The second group 
gathers the methods based on learning processes which 
require the collection of statistics on users’ mobility behavior, 
for instance. This second type of method emphasizes the 
information capabilities of the network. 

MEMORYLESS METHODS 
Database Architecture - LA partitioning, and thus mobility 
management cost, partly relies on the system architecture (e.g., 
database locations). Thus, signaling traffic can be reduced by 
designing an appropriate database organization. In [ 13-16], 
various database architectures are proposed with this aim. 

Figure 6 presents an architecture where a unique central- 
ized database is used. This is well suited to small and medium 
networks, typically based on a star topology. 

The second one (Fig. 7) is a distributed database architec- 
ture which uses several independent databases according to 
geographical proximity or service providers. It is best suited to 
large networks including subnetworks managed by different 
operators and service providers. The GSM worldwide net- 
work, defined as the network made up of all interconnected 
GSM networks in the world, can be such an example of a 

large network. The main drawbacks 
Other empiri&l methods can be  of ;his architecture are clearly the 
used, such as simulated annealing cost of database system acquisition, 
[12] -which is currently used by implementation, and management. 
some GSM operators  - single- The  third case (Fig. 8) is the 
move heuristic, and steepest  hybrid database architecture that 
descent optimization. combines the centralized and dis- 

tributed database architectures. In 
this case, a central database (HLR- 
like) is used to store all user infor- 
mation. Other smaller databases 
(VLR-like) are distributed all over 
the network. These VLR databases 

LIIMITS OF PRESENT LOCATION 
MANAGEMENT METHODS 

The LA-based location manage- 
menir methods are the most adapt- 
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A method based on the same partitioning prin- 
ciple is investigated in [21], in which each cell of 
an LA can be considered one individual PA. The 
interesting result obtained shows that partitioning 
the LA into several PAS paged sequentially allows 
first a reduction of the expected number of mes- 
sages, and second a significant decrease of the 
paging delay at high loads. 

Multilayer LA5 - In present location manage- 
ment methods, LU traffic is mainly concentrated 
in the cells of the LA border (Fig. 10). 

Based on this observation and to overcome this 
problem, Okasaka has introduced the multilayer 

concept [22].  In his method, each MS is assigned to a given 
group, and each group is assigned one or several layers of LAs. 

According to Fig. 11, it is clear that group 1 and group 2 
MSs will not generate LUs in the same cells, thus allowing the 
LU traffic load to be distributed over all the cells. Neverthe- 
less, this location updating method, although it may help 
reduce channel congestion, does not help reduce the overall 
signaling load generated by LUs. 

A Procedure for Reducing the Exchanges of Signaling 
Messages - The reverse virtual call (RVC) setup is a new 
scheme for delivering mobile terminal calls [23]. It allows, 
under the constraint that the LA is not smaller than the VLR 
area,  a reduction in the number of signaling messages 
exchanged between the called and calling databases and 
switches. The call setup delay is shown to always be reduced 
by about 50 percent when using the RCV scheme. 

MEMORY-BASED METHODS 

Figure 7. Distributed database architecture. 

store portions of HLR user records. A single GSM network is 
an example of such an architecture. 

Optimizing Fixed Network Architecture - In second- 
generation cellular networks and third-generation systems, sig- 
naling is managed by the intelligent network (IN) [17]. 
Appropriately organizing mobility functions and entities can 
help reduce the signaling burden at the network side. The 
main advantage of these propositions is that they allow us to 
reduce the network mobility costs independent of the radio 
interface and LA organization. 

For example, in [18] it is proposed to use different degrees 
of decentralization of the control functions. Thus, using 
adapted signaling network nodes, interconnection allows 
mobility costs to be reduced. The proposition made in [19] is 
based on a metropolitan area network (MAN) architecture. 
The higher-layer VLR (VLR gateway) is used with a MAN 
such that most signaling traffic for 
LUs in a city area can be handled 
inside the  MAN. Outside the 
MAN, the traffic burden can con- 
sequently be reduced. 

Combining Location Areas and 
Paging Areas (Fig. 9) - In cur- 
rent systems, an LA is defined as 
both an area in which to locate a 
user and an area in which to page 
him. LA size optimization is there- 
fore  achieved by taking into 
account two antagonistic proce- 
dures, locating and paging. Based 
on this observation, several propos- 
als have defined location manage- 
ment procedures which make use 
of LAs and paging areas (PAS) of 
different sizes [20]. One method 
often considered consists of split- 
ting an LA into several PAS. 

An MS registers only once, that 
is, when it enters the LA. It does 
not register when moving between 
the different PAS of the same LA. 
For an incoming call, paging mes- 
sages will be broadcast in the PAS 
according to  a sequence deter-  
mined by different strategies. For 
example, the first PA of the  
sequence can be the one where the 
MS was last detected by the net- 
work. The drawback of this method 
is the possible delay increase due 
to large LAs. 

W Figure 8. Hybrid database architecture. 

H Figure 9. LAs and PAS combined. 

a High LU traff ic 0 Low LU t raf f ic  
-. 

Figure 10. Concentrated LU trafic in the LA 
border cells. 

The design of memory-based loca- 
tion management methods has 
been motivated by the fact that sys- 
tems do a lot of repetitive actions, 
which can be avoided if predicted. 
This is particularly the case for 
LUs. Indeed, present cellular sys- 
tems achieve every day, at the same 
peak hours, almost the same LU 
processing. Systems act as memory- 
less processes. Short-term and long- 
term memory processes can help 
the system avoid these repetitive 
actions. Some methods have thus 
been proposed that are based on 
user and system behavior observa- 
tion and statistics. 

Short-Term Observation for  
Dynamic LA a n d  PA Size 
AssignmentlAdjustment - In 
current systems, the size of LAs is 
optimized according to mean 
parameter values, which in practi- 
cal situations vary over a wide 
range during the day and from one 
user to another. 

Based on this observation, it is 
proposed to manage user location 
by defining multilevel LAs in a 
hierarchical cellular structure [24]. 
At each level the LA size is differ- 
ent, and a cell belongs to different 
LAs of different sizes. According to 
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Figure 1 1. LA overlapping example with Okasaka's method. 

past and present MS mobility behavior, the scheme dynami- 
cally changes the hierarchical level of the LA to which the MS 
registers. LU savings can thus be obtained. 

A variant of this strategy evaluated in [25] consists in 
requiring from mobiles to register in the cells where they are 
camped on. Registrations involve a periodic timer which value 
has to be optimized. Thus, rather than paging a mobile in all 
the cells of a LA, the mobile will be paged only in the cells 
visited during the last period: these are the cells where the 
mobile camped on during its traversal 
of the LA. 

In Fig. 12, high incoming call rate 
and low-mobility users are directed to 
small LAs, medium-mobility users are 
directed to medium-sized LAs, and 

rate users are directed to large LAs. 
An opposite approach considers that 

instead of defining LA sizes a priori, 
these can be adjusted dynamically for 
every user according to hisiher incom- 
ing call rate (a )  and LU rate ( u k ) ,  for instance. In [26-271, a 
simple method for optimizing LA size (say k cells) individually 
for each user is described and evaluated. In [26], a mobility 
cost function denoted C(k ,  a ,  uk) is minimized so that k is per- 
manently adjusted. Each user is therefore related to a unique 
LA for which size k is adjusted according to hisiher particular 
mobiility and incoming call rate characteristics. 

Adapting the LA size to each user's parameters values may 
he difficult to manage in practical situations. This led, in [28], 
to the definition of a method where the LAs sizes are dynami- 
cally adjusted for the whole population, not per user as in the 
two ]previous methods. Statistical information about users and 
mobility in the network is collected in databases and comput- 

defined [29-301; its main goal is to reduce the traffic related 
to mobility management - and thus reduce the LUs - by 
taking advantage of users' highly predictable patterns. In AS, 
the system handles aprofile recording the most probable 
mobility patterns of each user. The profile of the user can be 
provided and updated manually by the subscriber himself or 
determined automatically by monitoring the subscriber's 
movements over a period of time. For an individual user, each 
period of time [tl, t][corresponds to a set of location areas, k ,  

in the following way: (a f ,  af) with 1 " 
f " k where a f  is the location area in 
which the user can be located, af is 
the probability that the user is located 
in af, and 

high-velocity and low incoming call a1 > a2 > ... > a k  [!:[ <I]. 

When the user receives a call the 
system pages him sequentially over 
the LA a,s until getting an acknowl- 
edgment from the mobile. Note that 

when the delay is important, a parallel paging can be pro- 
cessed. 

When the subscriber moves away from the recorded zone 
{ a l ,  ..., a k }  the terminal processes a voluntary registration by 
pointing out its new LA to the network. 

The main savings allowed by this method are due to the 
non-triggered LUs when the user keeps moving inside his pro- 
file LAs. So, the more predictable the user's mobility, the 
lower the mobility management cost. 

A variant of this method, called the Two Location Algo- 
rithm (TLA), is proposed and studied in [31]. In this strategy, 
a mobile stores the two most recently visited LA addresses. 
The same is done at  the HLR level. Obviously, the main 

ed. Network characteristics in function of time, place, density, 
and so on are thus evaluated. Results of this computation 
allow the network to dynamically (daily, weekly, monthly, 
yearly, etc.) adjust the LAs' sizes. For instance, during the 
day, when call rates are  high, it is preferable to deal with 
small LAs. Conversely, at night the call rate is much lower, 
and therefore larger LAs are better. 

Individual User Patterns - Observing that users show 
repetitive mobility patterns, the alternative strategy (AS) is 

advantage of this method relies on the reduction of LUs when 
a mobile goes hack and forth between two LAs. 

Predicting Short-Term Movements of the Subscriber - 
The method proposed in [32] uses a process which predicts 
the movements of the MS according to its direction of move- 
ment, velocity, and so on. Processing and prediction are made 
at both the MS and the HLR. When actual movements of the 
MS do not fit with those predicted, a registration is triggered 
by the mobile to inform the network of its actual location. 
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Otherwise, no exchange is required, which allows savings in 
LU processing and signaling. 

Mobil i ty  Statistics - In [ 3 2 ] ,  a mobility management 
method similar to AS is defined. It is called Statistical Paging 
Area Selection (SPAS) and is based on location statistics col- 
lected by each MS which periodically reports them to the net- 
work. These statistics consist of a list of the average duration 
the MS has been located in each LA. A priority rule is deter- 
mined to settle the sequence of LAs visited by the mobile. If 
this sequence is different from the last one reported to the 
network, the MS transmits it; otherwise, nothing is done. The 
paging process is achieved in the same way as in AS. When 
the MS moves to an area that is not on the reported list, it 
has to process a temporary location registration to the network. 

In [34], the proposed method provides a means of allowing 
preconnection and pre-assignment of data or services at the 
location before the user moves into it, so he can immediately 
receive service or data. This method clearly applies to location 
management. Just as are the previous two methods, it is based 
on users’ movement history patterns. Called Mobile Motion 
Prediction (MMP), it allows the system to predict the future 
location of the user. Schematically, the MMP combines two 
movement models: Movement Circle (MC), based on a closed- 
circuit model of user movement behavior, and Movement  
Track, used to predict routine movements. MC is used to pre- 
dict long-term regular movements. 

Let us mention, finally, the method proposed in [35] which 
makes use of a cache memory for reducing the search cost. 
The proposal is to store the location of the frequently called 
mobiles in a local database (i.e., cache). This scheme allows 
the number of queries to the HLR to be reduced, thus reduc- 
ing the signaling traffic at the fixed network side between the 
local database and the HLR. 

IMPACT OF LUS ON RADIO RESOURCE 
OCCUPANCY AND THE NUMBER OF MSC/VLR 

TRANSACTION s 
n this section we examine the impact of LUs on R F  resource I occupancy in a DCS 1800 (or PCS 1900) network (urban 

environment, small cells, and high user densities). At the net- 
work level, we compute the number of transactions processed 
by the MSC/VLR and due to LUs. The number of transac- 

tions is defined here as the messages received or transmitted 
by the MSCWLR. 

A location updating exchange mainly uses an SDCCH 
(slow dedicated control channel). The SDCCH allocated to an 
MS consists of four time slots (for the SDCCH blocks) every 
51 time-division multiple access (TDMA) multiframes. Let us 
consider more generally a channel as a single slot in a TDMA 
frame, corresponding, for instance, to one TCHiF (traffic 
channelifull rate). With this definition, a channel can there- 
fore accommodate eight SDCCHs. That is, an LU consumes 
(during the signaling exchange) 0.125 TCH/F channel (i.e., 
eight MSs can share alternatively the same time slot on a 
TDMA 51-multiframe; Fig. 13). 

Note - Dedicated channels in GSM (voice, data, and signal- 
ing channels) are always accompanied by an SACCH (slow 
associated control channel). This signaling channel is used for 
channel measurement transmissions on the uplink and call 
parameter settings on the downlink (e.g., power control). 

PARAMETERS AND HYPOTHESIS 
In order to quantify the impact of the LUs on R F  usage in a 
cell located at the border of a LA and on transactions pro- 
cessed at the MSCiVLR managing a set of LAs, we introduce 
the followinn Darameters and hvnothesis: 

deisfity of the MSs in ;he cell (MSs/l”), 
cell area (km2); thus, p.S gives the number of MSs 
per cell 
cell radius or side of the hexagon (km) 
length (km) of the cell exposed perimeter (i.e., 
perimeter being part of the LA border) 
average MS velocity (kmihr) 
average duration of one LU in case i(i = 1: intra- 
VLR, i = 2: inter-VLR with TMSI, i = 3: inter- 
VLR with IMSI), equal to the time occupancy of 
one SDCCH/SACCH 
number of transactions processed by the 
MSCWLR for one LU in case i 
percentage of LUs in case i in cell number j (each 
cell is identified by a number) 
number of location updates in cell number j and 
per hour 
number of cells per LA 
number of LAs managed by an MSCWLR 
number of cells located on the perimeter of one 
LA, its expression is given by [36]: 
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(1) 

Cells assumed to be hexagonal 
Maximum blocking probability for the allocation of an 

MSs uniformly distributed on the surface area of the cell 
Movements of the MS are decorrelated: the directions of 
their movements are uniformly distributed on [O, 2711. 
From [8], the number of location updates in an LA perime- 

SDCCH: 1 percent 

ter cell j and per hour is given by 

hL&) = ?LLU = v.L.pl71 (2) 

(3) 

From [36], L is given by the formula 

L z 6 . R .  [i -+ 2 f i - 3  l l  

L, 
Thus, the SDCCHISACCH resource occupancy in the cell 

Trj:) = A L u  xPrLU( , , ) . tLU(I )  (Er11 

The number of transactions due to LUs generated in the 
N M . N ~  LA perimeter cells (which we number from 1 to NLA.Np) 
and processed per hour by the MSC/VLR is given by the formula 

numberj, due to MS LUs, is given by the formula 

(4) 1 3 

NLA = 5 LAs. We assume that one LA is located in the center 
of this area and that the remaining four are located on the 
border of the area. For sake of simplicity, we suppose that in 
all the perimeter cells belonging to the center LA and in half 
the perimeter cells of the border LAs, only intra-VLR LUs 
are generated. For the other half of the perimeter cells of the 
border LAs only inter-VLR LUs are generated. The number 
of cells where intra-VLR LUs are generated is given by Eq. 1 
and is equal to 

and the number of cells where inter-VLR LUs are generated 
is equal to 

Furthermore, we assume that among the generated inter-VLR 
LUs, 80 percent are LUs using TMSI and 20 percent are LUs 
using IMSI. 

In this simple scenario, the number of transactions to be 
processed by the MSC/VLR because of LUs in its LAs is com- 
puted using Eq. 5 and is finally equal to 

TTNLu E 12 x 106 transactions at peak hour. 

For the numerical results, we consider now third-genera- 
tion system parameters for high-density areas [37] during the 
peak traffic hours: 

p =: 10 000 MSslkm2, R = 500 m, v = 10 km/h, N = 10, Nu = 5. 
The number of accesses to the MSCIVLR is 

T N L U ( ~ )  = 2, TN,Tu(~) = 14 3 TN LU (3) = 16. 
Furthermore, practical measures done on a GSM network 

tLU(1) = 600 ms, tLu(2) = 3.5 s > t LU (3) = 4 . 0 5 j. 

give [38] 

Note - p can be the sum of pl, pz, and p3, densities for user 
populations of three different operators. 

RADIO RESOURCE OCCUPANCY 
We will consider two cases: an optimistic case (a cell where 
only intra-VLR LUs are generated) and a pessimistic case (a 
cell where only inter-VLR LUs are generated). 

First Case - The considered cell (numberj) is located at the 
border of two LAs related to the same VLR. In this case, only 
intra-VLR LUs will be processed in the cell (we neglect IMSI 
Attach procedures). Equation 4 gives then 7'rL&) = 7.30 Er1 
which, for a 1 percent blocking probability, requires 1418 = 
1.75 channels (thus nearly one-forth of an RF channel). 

Second Case - The considered cell (number j )  is located at 
the border of two LAs related to two different VLRs. In this 
case, only inter-VLR LUs will be processed in the cell. We 
assume that we have 80 percent LUs with TMSI and 20 per- 
cent LUs with IMSI. Equation 4 then gives T ~ L & )  = 42.46 Er1 
which, for a 1 percent blocking probability, requires 7 chan- 
nels (thus nearly 1 R F  channel). 

M S W L R  TRANSACTION LOAD 
To evaluate the load on the MSCIVLR, we have to consider 
the whole area managed by the same MSCWLR. It consists of 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
he  results obtained in the previous section show that T under heavy traffic conditions, the impact of LUs can be 

important. First, in terms of radio channels used, we showed 
that between one-fourth to one GSM R F  carrier is used for 
location area boundary crossings. Although this burden can- 
not directly cause call blockings on the radio interface (in a 
DCS 1800 network using a 12 reuse cluster, the average num- 
ber of R F  carriers per cell, with three operators, is about lo), 
it has nevertheless a nonnegligible impact on the traffic chan- 
nels consumption. Second, in terms of processing at the 
MSCIVLR side, with a processing power of about 12 x 106 
transactions/hr, it is clear that blocking can rapidly be reached 
with our scenario. The MSCIVLR resource dedicated to LUs 
processing cannot be used for providing services. This is a 
major concern for operators whose objectives are to provide 
users with rich and sophisticated services, which require more 
processing resources at the MSC/VLR side. 

The methods presented in the third section are intended to 
reduce the LUs signaling and processing on either the radio 
interface or the network equipment (switches and databases 
mainly). Unfortunately, it is quite difficult to compare these 
various mobility management schemes. Indeed, there exist no 
absolute bounds on their relative performances which can be 
applied to any procedure regardless of assumptions about 
mobility, network structure and so forth. In particular, there is 
a real need to obtain realistic performance evaluation models 
based on actual users' movements taking into account network 
structure [39]. With this aim, in [40] the authors set a general 
framework for evaluating location management schemes. 

In this article, we have examined the impact of LUs on 
radio interface consumption and MSCiVLR processing. These 
evaluations have been made with a future wireless network 
framework in mind and using a simple fluid model for user 
movements. They show that the resource usage on the air 
interface can be important. However, the main impact of LUs 
is noticed at the MSCIVLR side, where the transaction rates 
can be very high and may be a cause of either saturation or 
reduction of the processing power dedicated to providing 
sophisticated services to subscribers. 
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